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Focusing clinical "need-to-know" information, this pocket-sized, spiral-bound book combines commonly used, but rarely memorized, clinical information with reusable patient assessment tools and worksheets. A quick-reference for home-care visits as well as hospital work, the book covers: Basics - formulas and conversion tables; Labs - common lab values; Assess - assessment charts and tables such as vital signs, pain assessment; Ob/Peds - pregnancy terms, foetal development timetable, complications of pregnancy, foetal monitoring, APGAR score; Geri - covers polypharmacy, skin integrity and pressure ulcers, falls, nutrition, including management of feeding tubes, depression and delirium, urinary tract infections and respiratory tract infections; Emerg - ACLS guidelines, rule of nines, signs and symptoms of shock; Meds/IV - commonly prescribed drugs, emergency drugs, medication administration; and Tools - frequently used phone numbers, schedule planner, symbols, abbreviations, terminology.
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**Customer Reviews**

while looking for one for a friend, the deciding factor is that is has plastic coated, VERY durable pages, useable charting techniques and QUICK tabulature. A super tool and well worth the money.

this book has helped me greatly in clinicals so far, i only carry to the hospital what i can fit in my pocket, and this is perfect if i need to know somthing its there and its a lifesaver

No one does it better than F.A.Davis for pocket notes! This is a "must have" for any LPN student or
LPN licensee!

It was ok just that it was an old version. You can still use it but will advise to do research about the vitals signs, lab value cause in the medical field change a lot and they come always with new update

I choose this book due to needed it for class. My rating is base on me just reading it but we haven't started using it yet. But this is what I needed for class. I would recommend this to my classmates.

I had pd. way to much for this in our college bookstore, I did read through it, but it didn't really help me with any classes or in clinicals. I give it a three because some of the stuff is interesting, but I wouldn't recommend this to anyone. I would recommend pharmacology made easy.

I mostly used these notes while I was doing my clinicals, and it was a quick and handy reference to have. I like that the pages are coated so they can be wiped off and not ruined if they get wet.

I ordered this when I was working as an agency nurse because I was pulled outside of my specialty which was cardiac all the time. It was a wonderful reference!
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